SAMPLE QUESTION POOLS FOR QUIZ 5
MULTIPLE CHOICE EXERCISE

01. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. Two brothers
   b. Scribes
   c. Neither A or B*

02. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. neb ten
   b. nebet ten*
   c. nebet pen

03. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. Woman
   b. Two women*
   c. Women

04. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. iw ra
   b. weben se
   c. weben ra*

05. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. Women listen
   b. Sisters listen*
   c. Neither A or B

06. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. sen senwy neb
   b. sen neb senwy
   c. sen senet neb*

07. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. The woman is a lady
   b. This woman is a lady*
   c. The lady is a woman

08. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. iw ra em pet
   b. weben ra em pet*
   c. iw neb em pet

09. [Image of hieroglyphs]
   a. The two men listen to the lord
   b. The two brothers listen to this lord
   c. Neither A or B*
10. 
   a. merw sewy se pen
   b. merw sety sen pen*
   c. merw senty senet ten

MULTIPLE CHOICE EXERCISE

11. In hieroglyphic writing the subject follows the verb
    True*
    False

12. The sign for ‘M’ is an owl
    True*
    False

13. Hieroglyphs are an entirely phonetic writing system
    True
    False*

14. is a triliteral sign
    True
    False*

15. Egyptian has three grammatical numbers
    True*
    False

16. The uniliteral ← also works as a preposition
    True*
    False

17. The demonstrative ‘this’ follows the noun which is associated with
    True*
    False

18. There are fours signs representing the sound ‘A’
    True
    False*

19. The sun disk sign can be a determinative
    True*
    False

20. Determinatives are phonograms (signs corresponding to one or more sounds)
    True
    False*